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Complex patterns of abnormal heartbeats
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Individuals having frequent abnormal heartbeats interspersed with normal heartbeats may be at an increased
risk of sudden cardiac death. However, mechanistic understanding of such cardiac arrhythmias is limited. We
present a visual and qualitative method to display statistical properties of abnormal heartbeats. We introduce
dynamical ‘‘heartprints’’ which reveal characteristic patterns in long clinical records encompassing'105

heartbeats and may provide information about underlying mechanisms. We test if these dynamics can be
reproduced by model simulations in which abnormal heartbeats are generated~i! randomly,~ii ! at a fixed time
interval following a preceding normal heartbeat, or~iii ! by an independent oscillator that may or may not
interact with the normal heartbeat. We compare the results of these three models and test their limitations to
comprehensively simulate the statistical features of selected clinical records. This work introduces methods
that can be used to test mathematical models of arrhythmogenesis and to develop a new understanding of
underlying electrophysiologic mechanisms of cardiac arrhythmia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The human heart displays an extraordinarily large ra
of complex rhythms, in both health and disease@1,2#. In the
normal individual all beats arise from the upper chambers
the heart, the atria, in a rhythm set by a specialized pa
maker region called the sinus node. In some individuals
addition to normal sinus beats, there are also abnormal b
originating from the ventricles, the lower chambers of t
heart. The sporadic appearance of such ventricular ect
beats is common and is not necessarily a cause for conc
However, an increased number of premature ventricular
topic beats has been associated with an increased ris
sudden cardiac death@3#. This finding led cardiologists to
hypothesize that medication to reduce the number of v
tricular ectopic beats in patients who had suffered a h
attack could reduce the risk of sudden cardiac death. H
ever, when clinical trials were carried out in patients trea
with drugs that decrease the number of ventricular ecto
beats, the results surprisingly and dismayingly showed
increased rate of sudden death in the patients who rece
the medication compared to those who received a plac
@4#. There has been a subsequent diminution in interest in
analysis of the correlations between frequent ectopic b
and sudden death in the clinical literature.

The premise of the current work is that the dynami
patterns, not simply the number, of ventricular ectopic be
may contain important information concerning the under
ing mechanisms of arrhythmia. Further, these mechani
can be probed by appropriate quantitative analysis of leng
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~about 24 h! records, thereby possibly helping to identi
individuals at high risk.

A variety of different quantitative approaches have be
proposed to evaluate ventricular ectopic beats. These
proaches include: counting the number of such beats
given time interval, developing mathematical models of e
topic beats and fitting these to observed data for short t
intervals@5–10#; and using computers to analyze data ov
several hours by developing novel methods to plot data
underscore mechanisms@11–13# or scaling properties@14–
16#. Although these methods yield important informatio
they have not been useful in decoding the mechanism
ectopic beats based on quantitative analysis of the dynam

To achieve this goal, we develop a method to analyze
detail the transient dynamics of ectopic beats in leng
records, and we systematically study how different mod
can account for the observed dynamical patterns. The st
ture of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we introduce t
basic terminology concerning the beat intervals in card
arrhythmia. In Sec. III we introduce four clinical 24
records which were selected to illustrate different patterns
complex arrhythmia. We do this by introducing a procedu
we call the dynamical ‘‘heartprint’’—a graphical montage
histograms useful in identifying different properties of th
arrhythmia and their changes. In Secs. IV to VII we pres
four simple models to study the dynamics of ventricular e
topic beats. We try to understand the dynamics in ‘‘re
world’’ clinical data in terms of these models. A discussio
follows in Sec. VIII. A preliminary account of some aspec
of this work has recently appeared in Ref.@17#.

II. TERMINOLOGY CONCERNING BEAT INTERVALS IN
CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIA

Figure 1 shows an excerpt of an electrocardiogram o
patient with normal sinus beats~S! as well as abnormal ven
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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,tricular ectopic beats (V), which are distinguishable by thei
characteristic morphologies. After each heartbeat, regard
of its origin, there is a periodu, called the refractory time
during which no other heartbeat can be expressed. Thus
ventricular beat~depolarization! falls inside the refractory
time u after a sinus beat, that ventricular beat is not e
pressed; it is concealed~blocked!. However, if the ventricu-
lar beat falls outside the refractory period, then it is e
pressed and the following sinus beat is usually blocked
some cases, for example, if a ventricular ectopic beat f
during a relatively long sinus beat interval, the followin
sinus beat may not be blocked, in this case theV-beat is said
to be interpolated. Although it is not evident from the shor
record in Fig. 1, the sinus rate normally fluctuates consid
ably during the course of the day@18#. These fluctuations
reflect the operation of a number of different mechanisms
that the cardiac output is matched to physiological activ
@19#. The control is exerted via autonomic nerve activity d
rectly to the heart as well as via circulating hormones. F
tors that modulate the heart rate can also affect the me
nisms underlying the ectopic beat formation@20#.

Ventricular ectopic beats may arise from several differ
electrophysiologic mechanisms@1,2# including the follow-
ing. In reentry, the excitation wave following a normal sinu
impulse travels through a loop of ventricular muscle to re
cite the heart tissue, usually at a fixed delay after the nor
sinus beat. For example, a reentrant pathway could
formed as a circuit of viable tissue in an area of a scar cau
by a previous myocardial infarction~‘‘heart attack’’!. In trig-
gered activity, the action potential of the excitation wav
following a normal beat triggers early or late ventricular a
terdepolarizations. Both types of triggered arrhythmias
lead to either a single beat, or a sequence of impulses be
ning at a fixed time interval following the sinus beat. T
third basic mechanism for ventricular ectopic beats is anin-
dependent spontaneous pacemakerin the ventricles which
competes with the normal sinus rhythm. This class of
rhythmias is called parasystole. The ventricular pacema
may have a fixed frequency, or it may be reset by the si
pacemaker@6,8#. Independent of the mechanism, a giv
ventricular beat will only be observed on the electrocard
gram if it falls outside of the refractory period induced by t
preceding beat.

The characterization of complex ventricular rhythms lea

FIG. 1. Electrocardiogram over a time interval 6.6 s of a pati
with heart failure~Record 3 of Fig. 2!. Sinus~S! and ventricular~V!
beats differ in shape. The ventricular ectopic beats each block
appearance of a sinus beat but do not alter the sinus rhythm o
wise. Examples for a coupling interval~CI!, and aV-V interval with
the corresponding number of intervening sinus beats~NIB! are in-
dicated.
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to the definition of a number of terms, illustrated in Fig.
The sinus beat interval,TS , is the time between successiv
sinus beats and theV-V interval is the time between succe
sive ventricular beats. The coupling interval, CI, is the tim
from an ectopic beat to the previous sinus beat. The num
of intervening sinus beats, NIB, between each two succes
ectopic beats is an integer that may reveal distinctive sta
tical properties.~If the first of the two ectopic beats is inter
polated we do not include the first normal beat into the N
value unless otherwise stated.!

Finally, for a given time period, the number of express
ectopic beats,nV , divided by the total number of sinus beat
expressed and concealed,N, gives the fractionnV /N of beats
that are ectopic. One of the features that makes the stud
ventricular ectopic beats so challenging is that all of the
parameters may change during the course of the day.
though the precise mechanisms that lead to the changes
differ from person to person, in many cases there appea
be a strong correlation between these changes and the
cycle time. Consequently, we have developed some te
niques for presenting clinical data, by plotting each of t
above quantities as a function of the sinus cycle time.

III. HEARTPRINT PRESENTATIONS OF DATA

We plot the parameters describing complex arrhythmia
the form of what we call dynamical ‘‘heartprints’’~see Fig.
2!. The heartprint is a way to represent dependences betw
the sinus interval and~i! the ectopic interval (V-V), ~ii ! the
number of intervening sinus beats between ectopic b
~NIB!, and ~iii ! the CI. We represent these dependences
gray scale plots~where the darker shading represents m
events! @21#. The ordinate in each case represents the si
beat interval. The abscissa represents theV-V interval, the
NIB, and the CI, respectively. The histogram of sinus b
intervals is shown at the left of the figure, and the histogra
of the V-V intervals, the NIB, and the CI are shown abo
the gray scale plots. Thus each heartprint contains seven
els.

In Fig. 2 we show the heartprints for 24 h recordings
four different patients with life-threatening heart disease a
frequent ventricular ectopic beats (.5000 beats/24 h!. Three
cases are associated with congestive heart failure@~a!, ~c!,
and ~d!#, whereas Record 2 in~b! is from a patient at high
risk of sudden cardiac death whose record also shows
longed runs of consecutive ventricular ectopic beats~ven-
tricular tachycardia!. These four patients represent notab
classes of patterns we observed by inspection of record
from '50 patients with heart failure. However, they are n
intended to represent the broad range of conditions ass
ated with premature ventricular beats. We briefly describe
heartprint of each record, and then discuss the differen
between them.

Record 1.The heartprint of Record 1 is shown in Fig
2~a!. The gray scale plot of theV-V intervals as a function of
the sinus beat intervals shows a diagonal line structure c
sisting of linearly increasing lines implying that manyV-V
intervals coexist for each sinus beat interval. Further,
V-V intervals increase linearly with the sinus beat interv
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FIG. 2. Heartprints for;24 h clinical records~a! Record 1,~b! Record 2,~c! Record 3, and~d! Record 4. See text for a detaile
explanation.
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This structure is a common feature of such records and
arise from the restriction of the occurrence of ectopic beat
the time interval following the refractory time of the prece
ing sinus beat. If the variability of the coupling intervals
even more restricted, the line structure will be more p
nounced. However, the histograms of theV-V intervals and
the NIB show little structure. The ectopic ventricular bea
predominantly occur with a coupling interval of 0.35–0.55
This record shows much less structure than the follow
records.

Record 2.The heartprint of Record 2@Fig. 2~b!# is very
different from that of Record 1. The histogram of theV-V
intervals shows a narrow peak at approximately 0.38–0.4
and then several broad peaks at largerV-V intervals. The
narrow peak at the 0.38–0.40 s is due to ventricularcouplets,
in which there are two consecutive ventricular ectopic be
or to longer sequences of ventricular ectopic beats with
intervening sinus beats. The gray scale plot of theV-V inter-
vals as a function of the sinus beat intervals again show
diagonal line structure. At some sinus rates there are
parallel diagonal lines separated by about 0.38–0.40 s w
are associated with the frequent couplets. The coupling in
val is sharply peaked in the range of 0.6–0.7 s. In contras
the preceding example, the NIB show some interesting st
ture. For sinus beat intervals less than 1.0 s, low NIB val
~2–5! predominate, whereas for sinus beat intervals gre
than 1.15 s the NIBs take only odd values, mainly 5, 7, a
9. ~For TS.1.1 s, the single ectopic beats that are not par
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a couplet, are all interpolated. As mentioned earlier, the n
mal beat immediately following an interpolated one is n
included in the NIB count. Thus, the NIB pattern in Fig. 2~b!
is not changed by the appearance of the interpolated be!

Record 3.The sinus beat intervals in the heartprint
Record 3@Fig. 2~c!# are constrained in the narrow range
TS50.5560.10 s. A prominent feature here is that the his
gram of theV-V intervals consists of equidistant peaks wi
a spacing of'1.6 s. The gray scale plot of theV-V intervals
now shows a vertical line structure reflecting the observat
that theV-V intervals are integer multiples of a commo
divisor independent of the sinus beat interval. This sugge
that at the origin of the abnormal beats might be a perio
pacemaker with a periodTV'1.6 s@17#. In this record there
is order in the structure of the NIB that we will discuss
detail later. The coupling intervals take all values in the
terval between'0.33 s and the next sinus beat.

Record 4.The heartprint of Record 4@Fig. 2~d!# has simi-
larities to Record 3 in that we see distinct values for t
NIBs. However, the peaks in theV-V interval histogram are
not equidistant. In fact, the diagonal line structure of theV-V
intervals is a feature we saw in Records 1 and 2. Also,
coupling interval histogram is peaked but the gray scale p
of the coupling interval as a function of sinus beat interv
shows that the ectopic beats can occur in the time inte
between'0.55 s and the next sinus beat.~No interpolated
beats are present in this record.!

We now briefly describe the most apparent differenc
1-3
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among the four records and their potential relevance to
underlying mechanisms. The plots of the coupling interva
a function of the sinus beat intervals show different str
tures in the different records. In Record 2, the coupling
terval is approximately the same for all sinus rates wher
the other records show much more variability. The refract
time of the heart following a sinus beat must be shorter t
the shortest coupling interval. The longest coupling inter
must be shorter than the sinus cycle time. Therefore, if
possible coupling intervals occur for any given sinus ra
there will be an almost triangular~or quadrilateral! structure
in the CI gray scale plots as was observed in Records 3
4, and the lower bound of the coupling interval may gi
information about the refractory time and its dependence
the sinus cycle length. In the case of fixed coupling interv
the refractory time may be estimated from the occurrence
interpolated beats. The shortest interval occurring betwe
V beat and a following interpolated sinus beat gives an up
limit for the refractory time of the heart tissue. For Record
we find u'0.57–0.6 s.

Since a fixed coupling interval means that the ectopic b
occurs at a fixed time interval after a sinus beat, fixed c
pling intervals have been taken to imply either a reentr
mechanism or a triggered mechanism. In contrast, if the c
pling intervals vary over a broad range for any given sin
cycle length, then the ectopic mechanism would appear to
independent of the preceding sinus cycle. This could occu
there were an independent ectopic pacemaker or if the
topic beats were generated randomly in time. In Record 1
coupling intervals appear to be quite broad and featurel
suggesting a random mechanism, whereas the fixed time
tervals between theV-V beats in Record 3 suggest an ind
pendent pacemaker in this record.

The heartprints also show differences in the patterns
the NIB values. It is remarkable that these records sh
areas where the NIB values assume only odd values~as oc-
curs in Record 2!, or assume one of the values 2,5,8,11, . . .
~as occurs in Record 3!. Although previous workers hav
examined mechanisms that can give rise to this sort
rhythms @5–13#, the systematic study of arrhythmia ov
long periods of time is only made possible by computeriz
analysis of extended records. A mechanism that might ap
valid over a short interval might be inconsistent with the d
in an extended record.

Another way to compare the patterns of ectopy in diff
ent records is to plot the fractionnV /N of ventricular ectopic
beats as a function of the sinus beat interval~Fig. 3!, where
nV is the number of expressedV beats andN is the total
number of normal beats, expressed and concealed. The
points represent the data, whereas the open symbols an
superimposed lines represent the behavior of models tha
presented below. Once again, there are distinct differen
among the records. The above discussion suggests theor
models that might be appropriate for the analysis of the co
plex ectopy. We present three different classes of mod
whose basic features are intended to capture fundame
physiologic mechanisms including parasystole and reentr
described in Sec. II.
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IV. MODEL 1: RANDOM VENTRICULAR
ECTOPIC BEATS

Perhaps the simplest assumption concerning the ect
beats is that they occur randomly in time. This model
useful because it serves as a baseline for comparing h
prints, since the only way in which this model genera
patterns is through the refractory times of the sinus and
topic beats. We simulate@22# a record in which the probabil
ity for an ectopic beat isp050.5/s@23#. The distribution of
the V-V intervals of such randomly appearing ectopicV
beats is of the form

p~ t !5p0 exp~2p0t !. ~1!

However, since after each heartbeat the heart is refractory
a time intervalu, the appearance of the ectopicV beats is
limited to time intervals when the heart is not refractory. Th
generates the diagonal line structure in the gray scale plo
theV-V intervals@Model 1 in Fig. 4~a!#. ForTS fixed and for
smallDt5TS2u.0, the histograms ofV-V intervals consist
of a series of sharp peaks with a spacing of approxima
TS . Using the Poisson distribution we find that the integra
density in the peak centered at (n11)TS is given by

~12p0Dt !np0Dt. ~2!

FIG. 3. FractionnV /N of appearingV beats, wherenV is the
number of appearingV beats, andN the sum of appearing and
concealed normal beats, versus sinus beat intervals.~a! Record 1
together with the simulation from Fig. 7.~b! Record 2;~c! Record
3, and the result of a corresponding simulation of modulated p
systole~Fig. 11!. The lines are given by Eq.~7! for two different
periods of the independent ventricular pacemakerTV51.67 s and
TV51.76 s, and the refractory time linearly dependent on the si
beat intervalu50.29TS10.17 s. Note that the curves for the da
and simulation with weak coupling deviate from the lines atTS

50.55 s. ~d! Record 4, and a simulation of strongly modulate
parasystole~Fig. 12!. The line is again given by Eq.~7! with TV

51.5 s andu50.5 s andu50.55 s, respectively.
1-4
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FIG. 4. The heartprint for the basic models@22#. ~a! Model 1, random distribution of ventricular beats;~b! Model 2, fixed delay;~c!
Model 3A, independent pacemaker; and~d! Model 3B, coupled pacemaker. See text for a detailed explanation.
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The actual distribution of theV-V intervals for fixedTS lies
between these two limiting cases: Eq.~1! for zero refractory
time and Eq.~2! for maximal refractory time.

We chooseu50.4 s in all simulations of the basic mod
els since this is a value typically found in clinical record
Figure 5~a! shows schematically a beat sequence resul
from such a model. The heartprint generated with this mo
is shown in Fig. 4~a!. For a larger value of the refractory tim
u the diagonal line structure in the gray scale plot on theV-V
intervals is more pronounced, approaching the discrete
for u;TS .

In the plots of coupling intervals as a function of the sin
beat intervals, the density distribution is uniform as expec
for randomly distributedV beats.

To find an expression for the fraction ofV beats as a
function of the sinus beat intervals we start with the pro
ability to find a V beat in a time periodTS , which is p0TS
50.5TS . The probability for theV beat to fall outside of the
refractory time of a normal beat is given by (TS2u)/TS .
The fraction ofV beats is then given by the product of the
two terms,

nV

N
5p0~TS2u!50.5~TS20.4!. ~3!

The line given by Eq.~3! is plotted in Fig. 6~a!. It overesti-
mates the number of ectopic beats because the rand
03190
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FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of the sequence of normal be
~upper boxes! and ectopic beats~black bars with lower boxes! for
the three basic electrophysiologic models for the generation of v
tricular ectopy. Expressed beats are shaded, blocked beats are e
~normal beats! or have no box (V beats!. The sinus beat interval is
TS50.7, the refractory time~boxes! is u50.4 ~arbitrary units!. ~a!
Model 1, randomV-beat distribution~Model 1!; ~b! Model 2, fixed
delay with a coupling interval CI50.5 ~Model 2!; and ~c! Model
3A, independent pacemaker~parasystole! with the periodTV51.2.
1-5
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timedV beats may block each other due to the refractorin
of the heart tissue. This reduces the probabilityp0 and there-
fore the slope in Fig. 6~a!.

The assumption of random occurrence of ectopic be
does not fully correspond to the dynamics observed in an
the records. Although the data in Record 1 have some s
larity to what is expected with randomly occurring ventric
lar beats, this record is better discussed in the context of
next model.

V. MODEL 2: V BEATS WITH FIXED COUPLING
INTERVAL—REENTRY AND TRIGGERED ACTIVITY

In Record 2, all of the ectopic beats occur at a fixed c
pling interval following the preceding sinus beat. A simp
model that could display such dynamics is the one based
a reentrant mechanism or a triggering mechanism. After e
expressed normal beat we generate aV beat with probability
p. If a V beat appears, it occurs at a fixed coupling interval
after the normal beat as shown in Fig. 5~b!. In a simulation
@22# of the model, we choose CI50.6 s, andp50.36. The
resulting heartprint is shown in Fig. 4~b! ~Model 2!. V beat
activity starts whenTS.CI. The fixed delay leads to a
straight line at CI50.6 s in the gray scale plot of the cou
pling intervals. The distribution of the number of intervenin
beats~NIB! is independent of the sinus beat intervals sin
the probability for the appearance of aV beat does not
change withTS . Consequently, the probability that the NI
value is equal ton11 is given by (12p)np. In Fig. 5~b! we
see that, for NIB5n, theV-V interval is (n11)TS , and this
is reflected in the gray scale plot for theV-V intervals in Fig.

FIG. 6. FractionnV /N of manifestV beats plotted against sinu
beat intervals for model simulations~Fig. 3!. ~a! Model 1 ~random
distribution ofV beats!, and Eq.~3!. ~b! Model 2 (V beats randomly
generated by a preceding normal beat with a fixed coupling in
val! and Eqs.~4! and ~5!. ~c! Model 3A ~independent pacemake
with the periodTV'1.5 s) and Eq.~7!. ~d! Model 3B, the same as
~c! but with the coupling shown in Fig. 10 between the pacemak
The coupling changes the curve significantly.
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4~b!. The smallestV-V interval is therefore equal to 2TS
51.2 s since everyV beat conceals the next normal beat a
only the next normal beat can generate anotherV beat. For
TS larger thanCI1u'1.1 s allV beats are interpolated, i.e
the following normal beats are not concealed and may g
erate aV beat on their own. In this case, the smallestV-V
distance is equal toTS . This is the only exception where th
NIB values following an interpolatedV beat do include the
nonconcealed normal beat because otherwise we may ge
ate NIB50, which is not possible in the mechanism.

To calculate the fraction ofV beats we must consider tha
only expressed normal beats generateV beats, and subtrac
the number of concealed normal beats (5number of ex-
pressedV beatsnV) from the total number of normal beatsN.
HencenV5(N2nV)p, so

nV

N
5

p

11p
. ~4!

For p50.36, nV /N50.2647. In Fig. 6~b!, we plotnV /N and
compare with the simulated curve. ForTS larger thanCI
1u51.0 s no normal beats are concealed, such that
beats contribute to the generation ofV beats, and we find

nV

N
5p for TS.1.0 s. ~5!

Comparison with Record 1.The rhythm displayed in
Record 1 in Fig. 2~a! has features in common with Model
in Fig. 4~a!, as well as with Model 2 in Fig. 4~b!. The V-V
intervals and the coupling intervals are more restricted t
in Model 1 but less than in Model 2. This is not due to
large refractory timeu, since the gray scale plot of the cou
pling intervals gives 0.3–0.4 s as upper limits for the refra
tory time. Therefore, we simulate Record 1 by assumin
mechanism similar to the fixed coupling interval mechani
of Model 2 in Fig. 4~b! where each expressed normal be
generates with probabilityp a V beat. Instead of fixed cou

r-

s.

FIG. 7. Simulation for Record 1@Fig. 2~a!# in which each nor-
mal beat generates aV beat with probabilityp50.045, similar to
Fig. 4~b! but the coupling intervals are drawn from Gaussian d
tributed noise. The center of the Gaussian is linearly dependen
the sinus beat intervals: 0.2910.21TS . We use the sinus beat inter
vals of Record 1 in the simulation.
1-6
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COMPLEX PATTERNS OF ABNORMAL HEARTBEATS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031901 ~2002!
pling intervals we use Gaussian-distributed coupling int
vals to incorporate the randomness from Model 1. The ce
of the Gaussian distributed coupling intervals increases
early with TS . It is known that the refractory time can in
crease with increasing sinus beat intervals. For the sim
tion, we also use the actual sinus beat intervals from the d
The heartprint in Fig. 7 shows the result. The features
Record 1 can almost entirely be reproduced. We do not g
erate the narrow peak at very smallV-V intervals since they
result from ventricular couplets which we do not include
this simulation.

Comparison with Record 2.Since there is a fixed couplin
interval in Record 2@Fig. 2~b!#, this record is a candidate fo
simulation by a model for reentry or triggered activity. Th
heartprint of Record 2 also shows peaks in the NIBs. Th
cannot be reproduced with the basic Model 2. We have
tempted to simulate the data in this record by developin
model for reentry in which the conduction through the ree
trant pathway depends on prior activity. This physiologic
property can be described with a refractory timeuLoopÞu for
the reentry pathway@10,13#. The travel time through the re
entry loop ~which gives the coupling interval CI if a ven
tricular beat is generated! may depend on the recovery tim
that has elapsed since the previous travel through the l
The functional form for this dependence could be a decay
exponential@24#. The more the time that has passed since
last travel through the loop, the faster the travel will b
Eventually it may be so fast that the excitation wave me
refractory tissue after traveling through the loop such that
V beat is generated. This model is described in the Appen

In Record 2, however, the coupling intervals are alm
fixed. We therefore chose for the travel time a fixed num
plus some fluctuations. If the travel time equals the refr
tory time these little fluctuations will conceal some ventric
lar beats. The refractory time of the loop is chosen such
the NIBs take only odd numbers as shown in the simulat
for Record 2 in Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. Simulation of the reentry mechanism withuLoop

51.6 s and a fixed travel timet50.6 s plus Gaussian distribute
noise (s50.03 s), and refractory timeu50.6 s. The concealed
bigeminy (NIB51,3,5,7, . . . ) is reproduced but in the data NIB
51 does not appear. The couplets were also simulated by rand
deciding with probability 1/2 if aV beat should follow aV beat.
Again, the sinus beat intervals from the data were used.
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In the data, however, mainly NIB55,7,9 . . . are presen
for TS.1 s. The lower sinus beat interval part in Fig. 2~b!
can be generated by setting the refractory time of the lo
large enough to reach NIB'3,4,5, i.e.,uLoop'5TS , and add-
ing a lot of noise.

Thus, the generation of both, the low and the highTS
patterns present in Fig. 2~b!, seems impossible with the cu
rent model with fixed parameter settings. The double lines
Fig. 2~b! are reproduced in Fig. 8 by randomly allowin
ventricular beats to be followed by other ventricular beat

VI. MODEL 3A: INDEPENDENT PACEMAKERS—PURE
PARASYSTOLE

We now assume that an independent pacemaker with
riod TV is the source of the ventricular beats as shown in
cartoon in Fig. 5~c!. This mechanism is calledpure parasys-
tole @6,9# and Fig. 5~c! displays a schematic plot of a be
sequence. The heartprint resulting from a simulation@22# of
this model withTV51.75 s andu50.4 s is shown as Mode
3A in Fig. 4~c!. The histogram of theV-V intervals consists
of equidistant peaks which are separated by the periodTV .
The fact that there is more than one peak is due to the
fractory time which conceals some of the abnormal beats
leads toV-V intervals that are integer multiples ofTV . The
corresponding gray scale plot shows lines that are not til
We also see that at most three differentV-V intervals or NIB
values are found for any given sinus beat interval.

A mathematical description@6,9# of such a model intro-
duces the phasef i of the i th V beat in the sinus cycle, i.e.
the coupling interval divided byTS . Successive values off i
are determined by iterating the difference equation~circle
map!,

f i 115~f i1TV /TS! mod 1, ~6!

where aV beat is expressed iff i 11.u/TS . This equation
depends on only two parameters, the ratio of the two peri
TV /TS , and the ratio of the refractory time to the sinus p
riod u/TS . For an irrational ratioTV /TS ~incommensurate
periods! the V beats will, for sufficiently long times, be
equally distributed in the sinus cycle, i.e., the phasesf i will
take all values betweenu and 1 with equal probability. The
NIB sequence then has the following properties@6,9#: ~i!
there are at most three different values for the NIB;~ii ! the
sum of the two smaller NIBs is the largest NIB minus on
and ~iii ! only one of the NIB values is odd. Th
u/TS , TV /TS-parameter space can be completely pa
tioned into regions of these triplets as in Fig. 9. If the ratio
the periods of the two pacemakers is close to an integen,
the sequence of NIBs contains long sequences ofn21 inter-
rupted occasionally by two large numbers. Forn52 this
yields a pattern called bigeminy (NIB51), since every sec-
ond beat can be aV beat; for n53 the rhythm is called
trigeminy.

The uniform distribution of the phases of theV beats al-
lows us to derive the fraction ofV beats which are observe
at a particularTS . The probability for aV beat to be gener-
ated in a time periodTS is given by TS /TV . Of these a

ly
1-7
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FIG. 9. Parameter plots of the NIB triplets in parasystole as adapted from Ref.@9#. For each set of parametersu/TS , TV /TS three NIB
values make up the NIB sequence. The organization of the sequence varies within the region of any given triplet. The dashed line
increasingly narrow regions with triplets made up fromTV /TS21, and two large numbers. The dashed arrows on the left-hand side sho
region relevant for Record 4, and the dashed arrow on the right-hand side for Record 3.
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fraction of (TS2u)/TS occurs outside the refractory perio
and is observed. The ratio of the number of the observeV
beatsnV to the total number of normal beats~observed and
concealed! N is then@25#

nV

N
5

TS

TV

TS2u

TS
. ~7!

Perturbation of the timing of theV beats by noise does no
affect this distribution since it does not affect the unifor
distribution of the phases. But any coupling between the
oscillators will change this distribution as well as the dist
bution of the coupling intervals in dependence on the si
beat intervals@25#.

Comparison with Record 3.Comparison between Mode
3A in Fig. 4~c! and Record 3 in Fig. 2~c! immediately sug-
gests that the origin of theV beats in Record 3 may be a
independent~parasystolic! pacemaker. In theV-V interval
histogram Fig. 2~c!, we see, however, that the peaks ha
some broadness. A closer look at the corresponding g
scale plot reveals a substructure in the vertical lines. T
substructure consists of parts of the diagonal lines fam
from Fig. 2~a!. It seems that the present mechanism sele
those points out of underlying diagonal lines which equa
multiple of the periodTV plus some noise. The noise leads
the broadness of the vertical lines.

As mentioned above, in the case of parasystole we ex
the occurrence of only three different NIBs, whose valu
depend on the sinus interval. But, we clearly find more th
three NIB values for each sinus beat interval. Compari
with the theoretical values for the NIB in Fig.
(,2.5TV /TS,3.5,u/TS'0.6) shows that the NIB values a
the edges (TS,0.53 s andTS.0.57 s) are reproduced. I
addition to the triplet we find the NIBs from neighborin
sinus beat intervals. In the center, however, we find the N
sequence 2,5,8,11 instead of just 2. These discrepancies
pure parasystole can be accounted for by noise affecting
periods of the two pacemakers@17#.

Another important feature of a system of two uncoup
oscillators is the uniform distribution of the phase shift b
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tween the two oscillators which corresponds to the unifo
distribution in the gray scale plot of the coupling intervals
Model 3A in Fig. 4~c!. For Record 3, the entire allowe
triangular space is filled but the varying gray scale implie
nonuniform distribution of the probability. Some couplin
intervals are preferred compared to others. In addition,
compare the fraction ofV beats in the data@Fig. 3~c!# and in
the simple model for pure parasystole@Fig 6~c!#. We find that
close to the ratioTV /TS53 manyV beats predicted by the

FIG. 10. Coupling mechanism between two pacemakers.
changeDTV of the period of theV oscillator as a function of the
ratio of the timetVN between the lastV beat and a normal beat, an
TV . The coupling shortens the intrinsicTV0

to the apparentTV . ~a!

shows the weak coupling used to simulate Record 3 in Fig. 11.~b!
shows the strong coupling used to simulate the model in Fig. 4~d!.
~c! shows the coupling used to simulate Record 4 in Fig. 12.
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model are ‘‘missing’’ in the data. The reason for these d
crepancies may be the coupling between the sinus pacem
and the ectopic pacemaker@26#. We will therefore continue
to discuss this record in the following section as an exam
of weakly coupled parasystole.

VII. MODEL 3B: COUPLED PACEMAKER—MODULATED
PARASYSTOLE

An extension of the third model assumes that the si
rhythm resets or modulates@27# the ectopic pacemaker in th
ventricles@5,8,28#. This interaction can be formulated as
phase resetting curve~Fig. 10!, which gives the change o
the period of the extra pacemaker as a function of the tim
of an intervening sinus beat. A sinus beat appearing in
first part of the ventricular cycle either has no effect or p
longs it. In contrast, a sinus beat appearing in the second
of the ventricular cycle shortens the cycle@5,8,27#. This sec-
ond part may extend over most of the range.

A system of coupled pacemakers can be described b
difference equation@29#. In its most general form there wil
also be stochastic fluctuations on the timings of theV beats,

f i 115S f i1
TV

TS
1

f ~f i ,TS ,TV!

TS
1

h

TS
D mod 1, ~8!

whereh is a Gaussian random variable distributed around
and f (f i ,TS ,TV) gives the iteratively added change ofTV
due to the coupling of the normal beats to theV beats@5,8#.

Comparison with Record 3.In Record 3 in Fig. 2~c! the
basic features of parasystole are preserved. In a recent s
@17#, we used the coupling shown in Fig. 10~a! to simulate
this heartprint using the sinus beats of the actual data.
result is shown in Fig. 11. Since the coupling shortensTV
only by 7.6%, the basic structure of parasystole is pres
equidistantV-V intervals, the NIB triplets, and uniform dis

FIG. 11. Simulation of weakly coupled pacemakers based on
sinus beats of Record 3 and the coupling shown in Fig. 10~a!. Some
noise (s50.07 s) is added to the timings of the ventricular pac
maker and the sinus beat intervals of Record 3 are used in
simulation. Comparison with Fig. 2~c! shows that the simulation
reproduces most of the patterns of Record 3. The coupling red
the number of ventricular beats that are generated. The narrow
in the coupling interval is not reproduced.
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tribution of the coupling intervals. The coupling leads, f
TV /TS'3, to a fixed point in Eq.~8!, such that theV beats
always fall in the refractory period of the normal beat a
thus are always blocked@30#. In combination with the noise
that moves theV beats randomly in and out of the refracto
time, the blocking mechanism gives rise to a discrete Pois
process leading to an approximately exponential falloff
the peak heights of the NIB values 2,5,8, . . . @9,31#. Finally,
the model gives an accurate estimate of the fraction oV
beats as a function ofTS shown in Fig. 3~b!.

For other interactions all resemblance to parasystole m
be lost. In Fig. 4~d! we present the heartprint of a simulatio
of two strongly coupled pacemakers using the same sys
as for the two uncoupled pacemakers in Fig. 4~c!. The phase
response curve of the coupling is shown in Fig. 10~b!, it
shortens the time remaining until the nextV beat by up to
60%. The peaks in theV-V interval histogram are not equi
distant, and theV-V intervals show the diagonal line struc
ture we have seen before. Some structure is still presen
the gray scale plot of the NIB but does not correspond to
triplets. The uniform distribution of the coupling intervals
replaced by a strongly peaked one which is more similar
the fixed delay simulation than to the uncoupled pacemak
In this case it is difficult to recognize parasystole at all a
will be even more difficult in the presence of noise on bo
mechanisms. In general, for a strong coupling, the distinct
between coupled parasystole and a mechanism with fi
delay is very difficult, since the coupling leads to phase lo
ing which is effectively a fixed delay.

Comparison with Record 4.The heartprint of Record 4 is
shown in Fig. 2~d!. Since the coupling intervals cover
broad range, a parasystolic mechanism seems possible. H
ever, in contrast to Record 3, in which theV-V intervals are
multiples of a common divisor, theV-V intervals of Record 4
are more widely dispersed. Therefore, if the underlyi
mechanism is parasystole, resetting must play an impor
role. This is also evident when comparing the NIB triplets
the data to those for uncoupled parasystole in Fig. 9, wh
the leftmost dashed arrow indicates the range of this rec

e

-
he

es
ak

FIG. 12. Simulation of a model with strongly coupled pacema
ers with the sinus beat intervals of Record 4. Gaussian distribu
noise with a standard deviations50.1 s was added to the period o
the V beats (TV51.50 s). The refractory time isu50.55 s. The
coupling is shown in Fig. 10~c!.
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We estimateTV'1.5 s, andu'0.55 s from the shortes
V-V and CI interval, respectively. We carried out simulatio
using various resetting functions. We were able to find agr
ment with some aspects of the data. Figure 12 shows
results using the resetting curve Fig. 10~c!. In the simulation,
there is a broad region of concealed bigeminy, N
51,3,5,7, . . . for TS5TV/2'0.8 s. In contrast, in Record
there is, forTS'0.8 s, a strong presence of NIB51, and 3
only. Although there are qualitative similarities in the gr
scale plots of theV-V and CI intervals, there is only partia
agreement with the NIB gray scale plot. We think the und
lying mechanism is not clear—and may not be parasysto

VIII. DISCUSSION

Reduced to the most basic terms, cardiac rhythms a
from a small number of fundamental processes involv
pacemakers and waves of activation~depolarization! and re-
covery~repolarization!. The waves can propagate or they c
be blocked. If the waves propagate, characteristics of
propagation such as the duration of the action potential
the velocity of the propagation usually depend on the ph
ological state of the system. All this activity takes place in
anatomically complex structure.

Given these straightforward theoretical concepts and
importance of cardiac arrhythmia for human health, it is p
haps surprising that our understanding of cardiac arrhythm
is not more advanced. Certainly, some of the striking patte
that we have described are apparent on even the most s
ficial examination of the electrocardiogram, and have b
the subject of clinical description, classification, and theo
ical modeling for almost a hundred years. A problem is t
different theoretical models can account for the same e
trocardiographic pattern. For example, a bigeminal rhythm
which sinus beats and ectopic beats alternate can be
counted for by reentry@32#, modulated parasystole@5,6,8#, or
by triggered automaticity@2#. Consequently, showing agree
ment between a short stretch of an electrocardiograp
record and a given model does not constitute a sharp te
a theoretical mechanism. Computer analyses carried out

FIG. 13. Schematic plot of a reentry model including a varia
refractory time for the reentry pathway.
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longer time intervals are essential for a critical test of a
hypothesized mechanism.

Only a few previous studies have considered in detail
dynamical features of complex arrhythmia as provided by
h electrocardiographic Holter tape recordings@11,13,14,26#.
The important feature of the current work is the comparis
of the simulated dynamics~using a hypothesized theoretic
mechanism! with the observed dynamics over long times.
developing the theoretical models, we focus on observa
features of the dynamics to give insight into the underlyi
mechanisms. Ectopic beats are only observed during t
intervals during which the heart is excitable. Consequen
the gray scale~heartprint! plots of the coupling intervals as
function of the sinus rate, gives information about the refr
tory period of the heart. If the coupling interval varie
widely, this is an indication of a lack of tight coupling be
tween the sinus beat and the ectopic beat as was foun
Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!. In contrast, if the coupling interval is
confined to a narrow range as in Fig. 2~b!, this indicates that
there is a strong interaction between the sinus beat and
generation of the ectopic beat. In most cases, as a co
quence of the refractory time, there are elevated dens
along the diagonals in the gray scale plots of theV-V inter-
vals as a function of the sinus cycle length, Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!,
and 2~d!. An exception occurs when the ectopic beats
associated with an independent parasystolic pacemaker,
2~c!, leading to vertical lines in the gray scale plots of t
V-V intervals as a function of the sinus cycle length a
sharp peaks separated by multiples of a common diviso
the histogram of theV-V intervals. Striking regularities in
the distribution of the number of sinus beats intervening t
ectopic beats are evident in Figs. 2~b!, 2~c!, and 2~d!, but
only for Fig. 2~c! was it possible to develop a convincin
theoretical interpretation.

We believe that our difficulties in replicating the dynam
ics of some of the records, especially Record 2, Fig. 2~b!,
reflect fundamental deficiencies in our understanding of
sic underlying mechanisms. We believe that in order to h
determine the underlying mechanism in this and other s
jects, it might be useful to combine the analysis of the lo
term electrocardiographic tapes with direct investigatio
that are possible in subjects who are undergoing clin
electrophysiological studies that enable stimulation and
cording directly from the patient’s heart.

The current work demonstrates that complex arrhythm
in human hearts recorded over long times displays a num
of dynamic features. Appreciation of these features is p
sible using computer aided analysis of data recorded o
long times. Better understanding of the underlying mec
nisms of these rhythms should facilitate the developmen
theoretical models. However, at the present time, it is cl
that one model does not fit all—each of the cases we h
studied has unique distinguishing features. Developing a
ter classification of the mechanisms underlying the comp
rhythms should be possible, but such efforts will necessa
involve extensive data analysis, physiological insight, a
simulation of nonlinear equations.
1-10
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APPENDIX: MODEL FOR REENTRY

Figure 13 shows a schematic plot for the beat sequenc
a model for reentry. The boxes represent the sinus beats
their refractory time~empty boxes indicate blocked sinu
beats!, the black bars are theV beats~empty bars indicate
lockedV beats!. Here everyV beat blocks the following si-
nus beat even if it is an interpolated beat. Fluctuations in
otherwise constant sinus beat intervals are indicated by
dashed arrow above. Without fluctuations this model gen
ates stable beat sequences. A sinus beat can start an e
tion traveling through the reentry loop, indicated by the
agonal line. The travel timet through the reentry loop is th
horizontal projection of this diagonal line. If it ends after th
refractory time of the sinus beat, aV beat is generated~black
bar!. The travel time depends on the recovery time~numbers
given in units ofTS), the time elapsed since the last excit
tion entered the loop. The travel time is shorter if the rec
ery was longer. After an excitation travels through the lo
e
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no matter if it results in aV beat or not, the reentry loop wil
be refractory for a timeuLoop indicated by the gray narrow
trapezoid. During this time no excitation can propaga
through the reentry loop. The upper panel the of Fig.
indicates that travel timet(2TS) is much longer than the
refractory timeu, such that all propagations through the loo
result in aV beat. The travel time is longer if a shorter sin
beat interval prolongs the recovery time~dashed arrow!. In
the present case the travel time is still longer than the ref
tory time and the beat sequence is unchanged. The mi
panel of Fig. 13 indicates that the travel timet is almost the
same as the refractory timeu, i.e., for a recovery time of 2TS
with the present sinus beat intervalTS the travel time is
shorter than the refractory time. Only if a shorter sinus b
interval occurs, the travel time becomes long enough to
sult in aV beat. Thus, if the travel time is of the duration
the refractory time, fluctuations of the sinus beat interv
change the beat sequence significantly. The resulting N
sequence here consists of the values 1,3,5, . . . , a pattern
called concealed bigeminy. The lower panel of Fig. 13 in
cates that in the upper and middle panel the refractory t
of the reentry loop is too short to play any role. In this ca
the very long refractory time of the reentry loop dominat
the beat sequence. The excitation of only every fourth si
beat can enter the reentry loop. In the presence of fluc
tions, also the third sinus beat may also generate aV beat.
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time of day at which they occur. For long sinus beat interva
both in the clinical records and in the models to follow, it ofte
happens that the sinus beat following an ectopic beat is
blocked. Such beats are called interpolated sinus beats. W
counting the numbers of sinus beats between ectopic beats
do not include the interpolated beats in this count.

@22# Numerical simulations of the models are carried out for ea
mechanism with sinus cycle lengths from 0.5 s to 1.25 s. E
sinus cycle length is simulated for 1000 beats and then
creased by 1/12850.007 812 5 s, the typical resolution o
clinical records. This amounts to 96 000 sinus beats, wh
span a time period of 83 625 s~that is almost 86 400 s
524 h). As refractory time we chooseu50.4 s, a value typi-
cally found in clinical data.

@23# To realize a random distribution ofV beats we choose equall
distributed random numbers between 0 and 1, sort them,
then multiply them with the length of the time period und
consideration (86 400 s524 h). We choose to have a probab
ity of V beats of 0.5 per second, and therefore we generatN
543 200V beats.

@24# A similar function was introduced to explain a phenomen
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called AV block in which the passage from the upper chamb
to the lower chambers is slowed down in dependence on
time that has elapsed since the last beat.

@25# This ratio is similar to the ratio of expressed ectopic or e
pressed sinus beats which can be derived from a Farey
struction: H.-X. Wang, R. De Paola, and W.I. Norwood, Phy
Rev. Lett.70, 3671~1993!.

@26# Y. Murakawa, H. Inoue, T. Koide, A. Nozaki, and T. Sugimot
Br. Heart J.68, 589 ~1992!.

@27# In the clinical literature such a coupling effect is referred to
modulated or irregular parasystole.

@28# S. Kinoshita, F. Okada, and G. Konishi, Am. Heart J.124, 816
~1992!.

@29# L. Glass, C. Graves, G.A. Petrillo, and M.C. Mackey, J. The
Biol. 86, 455 ~1980!; A. Lasota and M.C. Mackey,Chaos,
Fractals and Noise: Stochastic Aspects of Dynamics~Springer-
Verlag, New York, 1994!.

@30# Some other coupling curves are possible and yield sim
agreement with the data. The coupling curves with the bes
to the data all have a flat or positive first part (TV /TS<0.5)
and a negative second part (TV /TS>0.5). This form is similar
to physiologically motivated phase resetting curves@5,8#.

@31# A. Longtin, Chaos5, 209 ~1995!.
@32# V. Santinelli, M. De Paola, D. Smimmo, P. Turco, and M

Condorelli, Clin. Cardiol.10, 49 ~1987!; S. Kinoshita, G. Kon-
ishi, and F. Okada, Cardiol.81, 100 ~1992!.
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